
 

3taps Statement Regarding craigslist’s Misuse of the CFAA 
  
At craigslist’s urging, a federal court has recently interpreted the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act 
(CFAA), known as the “worst law in technology,” to apply when an owner of a public website 
decides that it no longer wants an Internet user accessing its website.  The court held that “the 
statute protects all information on any protected computer accessed ‘without authorization’ and 
nothing in that language prohibits a computer owner from selectively revoking authorization to 
access its website.”  Order at 12.  3taps is obviously disappointed in the Judge’s ruling and 
believes that by making public information publicly available on the Internet, without a 
password, firewall, or other similar restriction, craigslist has authorized, and continues to 
authorize, everyone to access that information.  3taps believes that the CFAA was meant to 
protect private and confidential information and that it was never meant to be used to selectively 
criminalize accessing public websites and obtaining the public information found on those sites.  
Importantly, the Court noted that the “current broad reach of the CFAA may well have impacts 
on innovation, competition, and the general ‘openness’ of the internet . . . but it is for Congress 
to weigh the significance of those consequences and decide whether amendment would be 
prudent.”  Order at 12.  3taps continues to urge Congress to clarify the scope of the CFAA so 
that companies like craigslist cannot use it as a tool to stifle competition, innovation, and access 
to public websites. 
  
While we disagree with the Court’s interpretation of the CFAA, we of course respect the Court’s 
ruling.  Accordingly, 3taps will adhere to the current interpretation of the law and will 
immediately cease all access to craigslist’s servers.  (Significantly, 3taps only began accessing 
craigslist’s servers because, as alleged in 3taps’ antitrust counterclaim, craigslist interfered with 
3taps’ ability to source content through general search engines.) 
 
Although craigslist may use the CFAA as currently interpreted to prevent 3taps from accessing 
its servers, 3taps can continue to function because directly accessing these servers is only one of 
three ways in which the information in question can be obtained.  The other two, crowdsourcing 
and public search results, require no such access to craigslist’s servers and thus obviate the need 
to engage in conduct that may implicate the CFAA. 
  
Going forward, 3taps will operate based on its understanding that if it does not access craigslist’s 
servers, it has a right to collect public information originally posted on craigslist’s website.  In 
particular, 3taps reasserts four fundamental points: 

 
• 3taps does not now scrape craigslist’s servers, and therefore, cannot be in violation of the 

CFAA. 
 

• 3taps' indexing and caching of exchange posting data reduces (rather than increases) the 
net computing resources expended by craigslist and other publishers to deliver complex 
search results to end users. 
 

• As the Court previously held, craigslist cannot rely on its current Terms of Use to claim 
the right to enforce copyrights associated with user-generated ads posted on its website. 
 



 

• The United States Patent and Trademark Office recently confirmed that craigslist cannot 
trademark a peace sign – even if that peace sign is purple.  See 
http://ttabvue.uspto.gov/ttabvue/ttabvue-77956067-EXA-24.pdf.  3taps and others cannot 
be harassed for using the peace sign to indicate where information was sourced. 

  
3taps will hold a public event to demonstrate to any interested party that it is possible (despite 
assertions to the contrary) to obtain public information on the Internet without reliance on 
accessing a particular source website.  3taps believes that, by not accessing craigslist’s website 
directly, it and others are allowed to operate and innovate in the marketplace without being 
subjected to sham litigation and interference. 
  
3taps continues to assert that craigslist, a deep-pocketed, market-dominating force, has engaged 
in an anticompetitive scheme to maintain its dominant positions in various online classified ad 
segments.  Among other tactics, craigslist threatens small, upstart competitors with baseless and 
exhaustive litigation to drive them out of business before the underlying substantive legal issues 
even can be addressed.  In the coming weeks, 3taps will seek to illustrate what the marketplace 
would look like absent craigslist’s efforts to stifle innovation and competition. 


